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ABSTRACT

 Migration from countryside to urban or suburban areas is a world-
wide phenomenon that is outstanding in China due to growing demogra-
phy, political orientations and economy. Te aim of this work is to analyse 
to what extent architecture can contribute to solve this complex problem 
taking into account the main economical, sociological, environmental as-
pects. With this integrative approach, we will analyze and discuss (1) the 
China’s housing crisis and its history, (2) the speciTc case of Shanghai, and 
(3) the solutions for Chinese cities considering Shanghai as a place for 
experimentations.

 In its 30 years, the communist government was isolated in the 
world. In 1978, open-door policies enabled China to build global con-
nections and the country is now fully integrated to the world economic 
system. Inequalities, both between rural and urban areas and within them, 
have reached an alarming level. Innovation solutions either economic, 
or social, or urban or architectural, are urgently needed. Rather than de-
molishing the traditional building stock and relocating the existing urban 
communities, priority should be given to the improvement of infrastruc-
tures in traditional areas.

 Much like other East Asian cities, Shanghai has been formed by 
urban villages. Tese urban villages form intense, socially connected com-
munities. As described in the Trst chapters, driven by demographic and 
economic forces since the start of the second millennium, these cities are 
rapidly changing. Te old urban patterns are suTering from a massive 
‘block invasion’. Tese alien buildings are scraping away urban villages 
destroying communities and relocating the inhabitants in the suburbs.

 Facing a population growth, the municipality decided to promote 
vertical expansion of the city to solve overcrowding problems and to avoid 

urban staggering. Nowadays, the urban landscape is characterized by the 
international inTuence and desires of modernization. Shanghai has im-
pressive road infrastructures and modern equipment. Te rush to triple the 
amount of living space per person in a city of 17 million people in addition 
to the need to accommodate the migrants from rural area induced a mas-
sive housing boom in Shanghai at the expense of traditional urban fabric. 

 Urban growth is a much more complicated phenomenon than 
simply wiping out the existing and replacing it. As Richard Sennett men-
tions, it’s a matter of evolution rather than renewal.

 Te vibrant street life is disappearing because of the massive ag-
gression of shopping malls, blocks, and towers built as isolated objects 
in the existing urban pattern. As in Le Corbusier’s model public life, the 
ground level is totally eliminated due to the absence of the street forcing 
people to live and work in an isolated way. Tis strategy denies evolution 
of the city and literally freezes the city in time. Growth needs a relation 
with the past in order to make it evolve rather than destroy.

Te project is introducing an urban strategy regarding to the preservation 
of existing urban fabric through a multi historical centre allowing. District 
are developed allowing smaller economy to develop necessary for the in-
tegration of new rural migrants. Urban Growth is orchestrated in relation 
with its past, renewing the identity of the Chinese city. 

 Te densiTcation of the city is developed in a more equitable way 
based on the features of urban villages aiming also to reduce the relocation 
of existing inhabitants and to decrease urban sprawl. By densifying more, 
the social quality of the city is improved 
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“Could not this ideal city, at one and the same time, behave, quite expli-
citly, as both a theatre of prophecy and a theatre of memory?”

Colin Rowe and Fred Koetter
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1. SOCIAL AND URBAN 
    ORGANISATION - 1949 TO 1979 

 During the early years of the communist regime, no regulation 
to control migration was established. Te population in some cities had 
doubled in a few years. In Xi for example, the population increased from 
400.000 inhabitants in 1949 to 1.000.000 in 1957.1 Tus, new policies 
were established due to this massive Tow of population and unemploy-
ment in the cities. Te Hukou system was Trst experimented in 1951 to 
follow the movement and Tnd a solution for residence status of the urban 
population.2 It was further applied to the whole country in 1958 in order 
to control the rural-urban migration and the food rationing. People were 
classiTed into two main social categories depending on their rural or ur-
ban origins. Because of the Hukou system, urban migrants, belonging to 
the rural category, could not beneTt from the same social and economic 
support oTered to the urban inhabitants and could not receive the urban 
citizenship even if they managed to live in a city for many years.3 Tis re-
sulted in high social division within the cities.
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 Socialist cities were planned according to socialist principles reg-
ulating the separation of the space in functional zones, the relationship 
between house and work, the use of public transports, the living stand-
ards, and the employments distribution. Te territory underwent dramatic 
transformations with the construction of factories, schools, institutes ... 
Tus, during the Maoist period, most of the cities were divided into two 
distinctive areas: a zone of work units established by the new regime and 
a core of traditional houses from the previous period.4 Te overall average 
housing Toor space per person was approximately 3 square meters. Te 
majority of urban residents had no access to a toilet or kitchen.5 One of the 
main features of this period was the development of these self-sufcient 
units and the growth of the industrial districts.

 Despite social division in the population in pre-reform cities, there 
was no spatial segregation within the work unit. Tereby, the work units, 
named “danwei” in Chinese, contained urban population from all social 
classes. Tree types of work units could be distinguished depending on 
who controlled these structures: the government or party organisation, 
the enterprises, or the institutions. Tese working units were a key feature 
of the Chinese urban society. Tey were not only providing employment, 
but also housing, medical service, and education facilities. With walls sur-
rounding danwei, each unit was independent from the surrounding city 
producing a unique form of collectivized social life [Fig 1].

 Following Foucault’s approach, Chinese socialist government ex-
plored the relationship between space and power through the danwei sys-
tem implementing socialist ideas through architecture. 

 

Fig 1: Plan of a Danwei Showing the various functions with a working unit.
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2. SOCIAL AND URBAN CHANGES
    AFTER REFORM

 Te reform started in 1978 in  rural  area  dismantling  the  collec-
tive agricultural production of communes, a collective farming system es-
tablished during the socialist period in rural China, and introduced the 
household responsibility system.6 Since the rural workforce was free, the 
productivity increased and the living conditions in the countryside slightly 
improved. Following these signiTcant changes in rural areas, reforms start-
ed to appear in urban area in 1984. Rural people were allowed to work 
and live in cities.7 Since then, both economic growth and transformation 
of Chinese society have taken place much faster than in many other coun-
tries.

 Tis remarkable economic growth makes China the most success-
ful transitional economy8. [Tg 2] Tis economic growth has obviously in-
duced an acceleration of urbanism. Today, much like in the rest of the 
world, China is about half urbanized. [Tg 4] Some of the largest cities in 
the world are now in China, and about 10% of the world population live 
now in Chinese cities.

 Despite a one-child policy, China’s urban population has increased 
of 500 million over the last 30 years and will increase of another 300 mil-
lion by 2030 [Tg 3].9 Changes in urban landscapes are also striking. Old 
industrial facilities and traditional houses are now replaced by high-rise 
ofce blocks, new residential estates and shopping malls.

 While this fast economic growth has signiTcantly improved the 
quality of life of many people in China, the beneTt of reforms has not been 
shared equally in the society. Te transition from a socialist planned econo-
my toward a market economy created social change and led to new poverty 
problems. In addition, the dramatic demographic evolution combined to 
rural poverty explains the Tow of rural migrants to large cities without 
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access to the urban beneTts due to the Hukou system which continues to 
divide the society. Even the lucky citizens living in modern tower blocks of 
the suburbs are confronted with cityscapes of unremitting ugliness, what 
leads to segregation.

Fig 2: People’s  Republic  of  China’s  Nominal  Gross  Domestic  Product  (GDP)  be-
tween 1952 to 2005

Fig 3: Population in China between 1970 and 2030
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Fig 4: World urbanization rate in 2008
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 Although China is a very large country, most of the population is 
concentrated in the East and South part due mainly to economic reasons 
leading to massive migration [Tg 6].10 As illustrated in the Tgure5, Chi-
na is not led by one main city but by several massive city-regions mostly 
located along the East Coast [Tg 5]. 3 regions can also be distinguished 
producing 54 % of China’s GDP:  the Pearl River Delta, the Yangtze River 
Delta, and the Bohai Bay Region.11

 
 Tis unbalanced economic development results in important mi-
gration Tows. About 75 % of rural migrants are moving to Shanghai, Fu-
jian, and Jiangsu mainly for jobs in the Teld of construction.12

A. URBANIZATION

Fig 5: Right top: Distribution of the cities in China by size

Fig 6: Right bellow: Flow of migration betwween 1995 and 2000
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 Te urbanization speed during the 1980s and 1990s has increased 
considerably [Tg 8]. While the urbanization rate was only 12% in 1952, 
it rose to 36% in 2000, corresponding to 456 million urbanized people.13 
Tis rate is 30 times faster than what we experienced in Europe and United 
States during the industrial era.14 Te number of cities increased as well. 
Te number of urban settlements increased from 193 in 1978 to 663 at 
the end of 2000 [Tg 7,9]. 
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B. MIGRATION AND INEQUALITIES

 As mentioned above, the transition from a planned economy to 
a market economy in China has not been a smooth process. Te country 
had to face many difculties in the recent years and social problems began 
to emerge. In this chapter, we will try to understand the increasing gap 
between the rich and the poor, to identify diTerent poor groups in cities 
and to outline the features of poor urban communities. 

 Te most important feature of migration in China is that it is not 
a simple one-way process as illustrated in the Tgure 10. Te migrants are 
Toating between cities, town and villages as temporary residents. Te only 
way to become an ofcial urban resident is through the ‘blue stamped 
residence card’ system, which is given only to successful business men who 
can aTord a commercial house in the city.

 By the early 1970s, in order to release unemployment pressure in 
the cities, 10 million urban young people were forced to work in rural 
areas. With the death of Chairman Mao and the end of the Cultural Rev-
olution, most of those young people went back to the cities. Urban un-
employment intensiTed.  However, according to the Communist party, 
unemployment couldn’t exist in a socialist system. Terefore, these un-
employed people were ‘waiting for job’ (daiye)15 Even if some students, 
farmers, or pensioners were one part of the poor people, rural migrants still 
represented the majority. Although the government has relaxed restriction 
on population movement, migrants are not treated equally to the original 
urban residents. Tey were considered as ‘temporary’ residents.16

Rural

Village of 
original 
residence

Rural or 
township 
entreprises

Floating 
or 

temporary 
migrants

Bridgeheader Consolidator Status-seeker

Formal 
blue-card 
migrants

Initial targeted city for migration

Another city or town

Permanent 
migrants

Integrated 
with other 
urban 

Transition through migration 
Policy barriers

Urban

Fig 10: The process of rural to urban migration in China
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 Te number of people living in poverty level decreased from 250 
million in 1978 to 80 million in 1993 and to 28 million in 2002 [Tg 11]. 
Even if the reforms brought a signiTcant reduction in rural poverty, the 
rural income during the 1990s increased slowly compared to the urban 
areas [Tg 12].17

 Tis resulted in a massive arrival of rural labourers searching for 
work in urban areas. Urban infrastructure and housing suTered from this 
migration. Rural migrants had to live in slums located in suburban villages 
of large cities. Te presence of the rural migrants was a speciTc feature of 
Chinese cities. Even if the general income of the households increased after 
1979, the gap between the rich and the poor has continued to increase dra-
matically.18 In Shanghai for example, while the income of the tenth decile 
(the richest group) has multiplied by six in ten years, the incomes of the 
poor have only tripled [Tg 13]. In 1996, 30 million urban residents were 
living in poverty. Te State Statistics Bureau reported that the widening 
gap between the rich and the poor and rising unemployment were the 
most important problems that could lead to social instability.
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C. SPATIAL AND SOCIAL ORGANIZATION

 In 1978, most of the urban residents were employed in either the 
state or the collective sectors. By the end of 2002, over 33% of urban 
employment was provided by the private or ‘other’ sectors.19 Te govern-
ment was no longer the unique job provider. Tis gave more freedom in 
the career. Living conditions drastically improved due to the employment 
diversity. Reforms really had an important inTuence on urban living. New 
residential estates were built each year and average housing Toor space in 
urban area reached 20m2 in 2001 while only 3m2 were available during 
the Maoist period.20

 Tese economic and social changes resulted also in a modiTca-
tion of the city organization. Although distinctive functional zones such as 
administrative areas, industrial areas, commercial areas and housing areas 
were planned, the pre-reform cities were no longer divided into diTerent 
housing areas depending on the income of the inhabitants.21 Tere was no 
obvious concentration of poor people in particular districts [Tg 14,15]. Af-
ter 20 years of reforms, communities or neighbourhood of similar income 
started to appear and become a key feature of the Chinese city.

Fig 14: Typical housing towers in Hong Kong

Fig 15: Typical small housing blocks in Shanghai
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Urban structure and impact on housing

 Distinctive urban patterns of economic and social inequality start-
ed to appear in consequence of housing reforms. Tree zones could be eas-
ily distinguished within Chinese cities: (1) a historical centre, surrounded 
by (2) the old socialist planned work units zone, and Tnally (3) an external 
zone containing urban villages, and high and low standard housing zones 
[Tg 16, 17]. Obviously, these areas are heterogeneous and their composi-
tion is described below.22

  Traditional housing areas and suburban villages are the prime lo-
cations for the urban poor in Chinese cities. “Recent reports show that 
most of the urban households under the poverty level live in old tradi-
tional courtyard house area.”23 However, these traditional houses located 
usually in the centre of the city are redeveloped into high-rise building 
due to the land value forcing the inhabitants to move to suburban areas. 
In addition, destruction is often supported by the government. During 
the 1990s, developers were awarded from 40$ to 110$ for every square 
meter demolished according to the location and housing conditions.24 
Only patches of traditional housing areas are spared. In 1991, a housing 
survey was carried out in Beijing by the authorities. 202 areas of poor and 
“dangerous” housing were identiTed in the city, representing 10 million 
m² housing nearly 1million residents. By the end of 1999, redevelopment 
started in 150 areas. Over 4million m² of old housing were demolished to 
build new housing. Te process aTected 160,000 families. In the whole 
country a total of 1.5 million urban homes were demolished between 
1992 and 1994.25 In Shanghai for example, 70,000 households were re-
located every year during the late 1990s. By lack of Tnancial resources, 
some developers illegally reduced the compensation standards and used 
force to relocate poor residents. Every change in leadership in municipal 
government results in unnecessary demolition and redevelopment to show 
what local leaders can achieve. Most politicians were very keen to see old 
areas disappear from their cities. In Shenyang, large areas of old housing 
remained in 2000, though the government earlier made plans to destroy 
all slum housing by the end of the century .26 Although the density was not 
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originally very high, it increased with the construction of additions and 
insertions.

 Around this historical core lies the work unit zone planned by the 
socialists. Because of diTerences in Tnancial powers between work units, 
there is a spatial stratiTcation within this zone. Some well-performing 
institutions carried out redevelopment on their land and improved their 
housing and living environment, while other work units experienced dif-
Tculties in holding onto their position. Originally designed to high stand-
ards with a low density of housing and facilities, such as nurseries, schools, 
children playgrounds, they deteriorated due to poor maintenance. Some 
of them were forced to sell the land to private developers and move out of 
the urban areas.27

 However, much of the development took place in green empty 
sites circling the work units zone. Tis ring could be divided into two 
parts; the inner one comprised mostly high-rise moderate housing area, 
while the outer ring consisted of high standard private housing built in the 
last few years. Urban sprawl also brought many rural villages, originally 
surrounding the city, into the urban built-up areas. Tese villages main-
tained their traditional pattern and become the prime location for poor 
people. Because of the massive arrival of migrants in these cheap housing 
areas, the density increased with some buildings reaching 6 storeys high. 
Tis phenomenon was common especially in regions such as the Pearl 
River Delta and the Yangtze River Delta.

 Te massive privatization of the housing raised the general living 
conditions for a minority of the population. However, these housing units 
were too expensive for the remaining part of the urban population. Te 
rent increased dramatically both in the public and private sector. Tis phe-
nomenon has largely worsened with time. Between 1992 and 2000, the 
rent for public housing in Beijing increased from 0.11 yuan per square 
meter to 3.05 yuan per square meter.28

 While housing for the poor moved forward very slowly, high-stand-

ard and sometimes luxury commercial for the rich dominated housing 
developments in large cities. Local politicians and planners preferred re-
development of poor housing areas and quickly eliminated the image of 
poverty of their cities. Tis process was obviously favourable to the local 
residents. Because of their low income, most of the households couldn’t 
aTord to move back to their original location.
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3. RECENT ATTEMPTS TO 
    DECREASE POVERTY

 In the 1980s, reforms occurred with the aim of reducing urban 
poverty and unemployment through social insurance, welfare and relief 
systems.29 Urban minimum living standards were also established to help 
families that don’t qualify for the Trst beneTts. Shanghai was the Trst city 
to experiment the minimum living standard scheme in 1992.30 In 2000, 
the minimum living standard reform was established throughout the coun-
tr y.31 Te system was based on costs of basic clothing and food, also taking 
into consideration fuel costs and education of children.32 Unfortunately, 
the minimum living standard was extremely low: in 2003 it ranged from 
143 yuan per person per month to 344 yuan and the average payment 
across the country in the same period was only 55 yuan per person per 
month. Tis support could only protect people from hunger or cold. Te 
current government is planning to raise these Tnancial assistances.

 Additionally to these economic beneTts aiming to reduce urban 
poverty, new housing policies were established as well. Tree diTerent ways 
of housing provision were proposed to the urban inhabitants: high stand-
ard commercial housing, low-cost aTordable housing, and cheap rental 
social housing. Although it demonstrated that government was aware of 
the need for social housing, it developed very slowly in most of the cities. 
By 2003, the practice of social housing was still at an experimental stage.33 
Unfortunately, the criteria of eligibility were very restrictive, thus, only a 
small part of the urban poor qualiTed for housing support. Depending on 
the location, eligible inhabitants received in 2001 40 yuan/m²/month for 
maximum 7m² per person.34
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4. CONCLUSION

 In its 30 years, the communist government was isolated in the 
world. In 1978, open-door policies enabled China to build global con-
nections and the country is now fully integrated to the world econom-
ic system. Successful reforms and sustained economic growth has made 
China diTerent from other socialist countries, but recent emergence of 
urban poverty represents some of the common problems of transitional 
economies. Te beneTts from globalization are reaped by a few rather than 
shared by many according to Voltaire’s citation

 “A well organized country is where few people gets the mass of others to 
work, is fed by them and governs them”

Voltaire

 Te urban poverty phenomenon has become a serious problem 
and is now a critical issue for the future development. Real estate projects 
have totally changed the urban landscape ignoring the serious consequenc-
es of social segregation. Tis pattern of development may solve the short 
term issues but has created a very uneven social structure. Large-scale re-
development destroyed homes and informal job opportunities for low-in-
come families and suppressed aTordable housing for the migrants. Tis 
destruction of traditional landscape to create ‘modern’ cities resulted in 
monotonous identical cities covering the country. Te half open policies 
on migration, allowing migrants to enter the cities but denying them the 
equal labour protection, resulted in inhuman working conditions.

 “Pro-poor development requires growth and equity. Poverty reduction 
is faster where growth is combined with declining inequality, and poverty re-
duction is also more easily achieved in less unequal countries – the lower the 
level of inequality, the larger the share of the beneTts of growth that accrue to 
the poor.”

UK Government, 2000

 Inequalities, both between rural and urban areas and within them, 
have reached an alarming level. Innovation solutions either economic, 
or social, or urban or architectural, are urgently needed. Rather than de-
molishing the traditional building stock and relocating the existing urban 
communities, priority should be given to the improvement of infrastruc-
tures in traditional areas.
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tion of the fortiTcation in 1912, was marginalized and reduced to the rank 
of district.38

 In the 1990’s, Lujiazui, located in Pudong on the East side of the 
Huangpu river , became the Tnancial trade district of Shanghai. Landmark 
towers, as the Jinmao tower, the Oriental Pearl tower , the Shanghai World 
Financial Centre are located in this district.35 
 

 Since then Shanghai has always been a strategic area for trading in 
South East of Asia and one of the biggest metropolises in the world due to 
its international aspect

 However Shanghai remains a predilection place for Chinese lit-
erature and art. Many writers are found of its colourful atmosphere and 
its tension. Many remarkable movies like Song of the Fishermen (1934), 
Crossroads (1937), and Street Angel (1937) have been shot in the narrow 
streets of the city.
 

 
 

Fig 20: Right : Photo of the old town of shanghai and lujiazui district
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 Te pace of construction, resulting from the new economic sys-
tem, is a feature of China. Architects in China design the largest volume of 
building in the shortest time as illustrated in the Tgure 21 and 22.36

 “After New York, Shanghai was the second in the Urban Age investiga-
tion of cities. It provided a chance to learn from a city in the midst of a spasm 
of change so violent that it questions the extent of human resilience to explore 
the meaning of speed and friction”

Burdett & Sudijc, 2008

 

 Tis momentum allows us to understand the eTect of theory on 
the city.
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Fig 22: Comparaison of the number of architects in 5 different countries

Fig 23: Comparaison of the number of construction per architect in 5 different 
countries
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IMPACT ON HOUSING

 Facing a population growth, the municipality decided to promote 
vertical expansion of the city to solve overcrowding problems and to avoid 
urban staggering. Nowadays, the urban landscape is characterized by the 
international inTuence and desires of modernization. Shanghai has im-
pressive road infrastructures and modern equipment

 Te rush to triple the amount of living space per person in a city 
of 17 million people in addition to the need to accommodate the migrants 
from rural area induced a massive housing boom in Shanghai.37 High den-
sity and high rise residential blocks invaded the territory with obviously a 
strong impact on existing urban pattern. Skyscrapers have been used in a 
less iconic way in China than in Western countries (excluding Pudong in 
Shanghai which is the Tnancial district) where tall buildings are considered 
as monuments. High rises have usually been spread on Chinese urban ter-
ritories in a more continuous manner conversely to New York for example. 
Residential high rises have been totally adopted in the inner-city land. To-
kyo has followed a diTerent strategy by concentrating their high buildings 
where transportation is optimal structuring the city into ‘sub-cities’. 

 Shanghai’s landscape has therefore undergone a more dramatic 
spatial transformation than any other city. Tis massive buildup turned 
the Tsherman’s and later colonial city made of traditional Longtang into a 
booming district Tlled with modern skyscrapers and factories provoking a 
massive destruction of the urban villages [Tg 23]. Almost 4,000 buildings 
of 20 storeys or more have been built since the 1990s, doubling Shanghai 
the housing stock and resulting in more than twice the number of building 
than in New York.40 Large section of Shanghai’s traditional low-rise hous-
ing areas are being demolished as the city makes space for new structures 
[Tg 24-26].
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Fig 24: Construction situation of the buildings over 8 stories in Shanghai
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2. QUALITY OF URBAN VILLAGES

 Human settlements around the world all share particular qualities 
creating communities with speciTc features. In this chapter, the qualities 
of these communities will be identiTed.

Collectivity – graduation of privacy

 Te urban villages in Shanghai, called ‘longtang’ in Chinese, pro-
vide rich and vibrant street life and can be compared to an ecosystem 
where all activities are provided. Te graduation of privacy from the main 
public street to the courtyard of the house establishes a secure and pleasant 
place to live. A dynamic sequence of space structures the area; from the 
main Public Street to smaller semi-public lanes (a place encouraging social 
interactions and small scale businesses), then to semi-private courtyards, 
and lastly to the heart of the house. Tese lanes act as connecting elements 
between the houses and the city. Te Tgure 28 illustrates the satisfaction of 
urban village inhabitants.

Public spaces

 Free and open communities provide a space for social activities, 
collective debates and even dissent. Well-considered public spaces carry 
the power to reinforce the democratic values of an open society43, even in 
the face of less tolerant political systems.

Percentage of satisTed and very satisTed

House and room structure

Housing Toor surface m²

Area security 

Health Care service 

School 

Transport 

Vegetables and food market 

Relationship with neighbours 

12%

31%

37%

39%

40%

41%

71%

72%

Fig 29: Percentage of satisfied people in Urban villages in Shanghai
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Flexibility

 Urban villages provide opportunities for diTerent uses of the 
buildings and thus strengthen the diversity and dynamism of street life. 
In addition, the absence of planning regulations allows easy modiTcation 
and extension of the existing urban fabric by a continual adaptation to the 
needs of the moment.

 Tese villages are favourable to small-scale commercial develop-
ment and the production of money. Work and house are often linked to-
gether, almost merging in accordance with the meaning of ‘jia’ in Chinese 
that characterize the house44, the family and the place generating wealth 
for the family.

Density

 Te high density within the urban villages induces liveliness and 
vibrancy coming from the variety of functions and the large amount of 
people conTned into restricted area. Te inhabitants do not experience the 
negative eTects of density because of the well optimized design. 

Human-scaled

 Unlike the new typology of block that invades the Chinese cities, 
communities are human-scaled, oTering a special intimacy appropriate for 
dwelling and daily life [Tg 29]. Tis feature facilitates social gathering,  the 
foundation of a healthy civic sphere.

 Tese features are useful tools to evaluate the quality of potential 
solutions.

Fig 30: right : Photo of Tianzifang street in Shanghai
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1. GROWING STRATEGY

 In my opinion, urban growth is a much more complicated phe-
nomenon than simply wiping out the existing and replacing it [Fig 30]. As 
Richard Sennett mentions, it’s a matter of evolution rather than renewal.45 
Te vibrant street life is disappearing because of the massive aggression of 
shopping malls, blocks, and towers built as isolated objects in the existing 
urban pattern. As in Le Corbusier’s model public life, the ground level is 
totally eliminated due to the absence of the street forcing people to live 
and work in an isolated way46. Tis strategy denies evolution of the city 
and literally freezes the city in time. Growth needs a relation with the past 
in order to make it evolve rather than destroy.

 Te idea of an open city has been suggested by Jane Jacobs in 
her argument against Le Corbusier’s vision. She tried to understand the 
consequences of the densiTcation and diversiTcation of space.  At a time 
when both common and inspired wisdom called for bulldozing slums and 
opening up city space, Ms. Jacobs’s prescription was ever more diversity, 
density and dynamism – in eTect, to crowd people and activities together 
in a jumping, joyous urban jumble.47 

Density

 Urban strategies aiming to release the density pressure in the center 
of the city might damage the social quality of the city and more speciTcally 
the urban villages. A lack of density could result in a social separation due 
to the spread of the city in the suburbs and thus car-dependent inhabitants 
overusing the land. Today, 84 per cent of the constructions in Chinese 
cities are located in the suburbs which result in a dramatic destruction 
of Telds that are already lacking. Terefore the decision to create 9 towns 
around Shanghai turned out to be a failure in terms of decreasing the ine-
qualities and lowering the density in the Huangpu district. Te Shanghai Fig 31: Typical urban development of Chinese cities

urban village

step I

step II

step III

step IV

new Chinese city
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quality of the traditional pattern and to avoid gentriTcation and reloca-
tion.

 Preserving patches of traditional houses through the city would, in 
my opinion, reinforce the iconic features of these patterns. Te juxtaposi-
tion of the old pattern with an innovative and adapted urban form would 
reinforce their respective status and qualities. Rather than to excessively 
preserve or demolish, it might be judicious to encourage the object to be 
integrated in a new structure. It might be appropriate to be in a balanced 
situation where both typologies end up undefeated.

 “Learning from the existing landscape is a way of being revolution-
ary for an architect. Not the obvious way, which is to tear down Paris and 
begin again, as Le Corbusier suggested in the 1920s, but another more 
tolerant way; that is, to question how we look at things.”48

Scott Brown, Robert Venturi, Steven Izenour

 Why not make reference to the rich heritage of Chinese architec-
ture and urban structure. China must save its urban villages and learn from 
them. Being focused on the growth of wealth and high rises, development 
in cities should pay attention to community stability, street life, and social 
services. Taking advantage of existing urban structure, dialoguing with the 
context, and integrating existing social structures is absolutely necessary in 
the renewal process.

Porous Boarders

 For many years, frontiers were seen as remote; today, the frontiers 
have entered the heart of the city. Te city itself is already a frontier for a 
disadvantaged outsider due mainly to the Hukou system. Teir presence 
within the city, either visible or invisible, has a strong impact on social life. 
Te city should provide to its inhabitants experience of walking through 
diTerent areas without walls, either physical or social, which is usually for-
gotten by urban town planners and architects. Te city needs to be made 

suburb is highly divided between districts of poor relocated migrants and 
high end villas used as weekend dwelling or by rich expats.

 Density is the consequence and the reason to a wealthy city due to 
the human interaction it creates. Te spreading strategy is not a problem 
until the city has to face to inequality, energy and land problems.

Equity / rehabilitation

 Avoiding social exclusion is one of the biggest challenges for glo-
balizing cities as economic growth enhances social inequalities. A frequent 
reason to inequality is the division of the area into several municipalities. 
Wealthier citizens occupy few of these while the poor end up somewhere 
else. Market forces create situation where high-end constructions attract 
similar high-income people around them; this results in an endless in-
crease in prices.

 Te main problem of the renewal of urban villages occurring in 
Shanghai and other Chinese cities is the brutal shift from an extremely 
poor district to a very high-end environment, commonly known as gen-
triTcation. By bringing wealthier inhabitant to poor districts without relo-
cating the original inhabitants, low income communities will beneTt from 
the social diversity and start to recover as long as supply of aTordable hous-
ing is still maintained.

 Jane Jacobs argues that renovation of existing houses, thus attract-
ing a wealthier population in it, will be favourable for the urban poor 
as well. However, this strategy has proven to be a failure in the case of 
Xintiandi . GentriTcation is increasing faster and faster attracting other in-
vestments for high-end structures transforming Xintiandi into a shopping 
district. Furthermore, although this approach might be adapted to the Eu-
ropean city such as the 16th Arrondissement or the Bois de Boulogne in 
Paris, it can’t solve the density need in the centre of Chinese cities. Te 
Huangpu district with a density of 126,000 people per square kilometre 
is urgently demanding innovative solutions in order to maintain the social 
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of small entities with blurry borders creating a porous territory.

New opportunities for investments

 As the high rise demands a considerable investment, it is often 
linked to the global economic system and foreign investments, avoiding 
investment from people with a lower budget. By considering the devel-
opment of the city not as massive entities but as evolving, adaptable and 
Texible structures, investments become accessible to a larger part of the 
population.

Urban village development

 It is crucial that the development of those settlements is based on 
strategies and principles accepted by the entire population of the area to 
ensure the growth when economic and social conditions are involved. I 
believe the area can grow into a strong economic entity while maintaining 
its living qualities.

 Te example of Tianzifang demonstrates the feasibility of this 
strategy. Tianzifang is an area of three hectares, consisting of the typical 
1930’s Lilong and former industrial buildings renovated in 1999. Tis area 
has beneTted from a self-rehabilitation process. Te Trst level of the shiku-
men is occupied by artist’s studios, restaurants, art galleries, coTee shops 
while maintaining the original purpose: housing on the upper levels. Tis 
operation diTers from the previous development, because no architect is 
involved and no help of the government is provided. While the authori-
ties, developers and media continued to transmit an image of obsolescence 
and overcrowded traditional urban pattern, Tianzifang’s inhabitants tried 
to prove that a Lilong could also be a great place of life. Tey managed this 
challenge by upgrading and developing the Lilong into an attractive area.

Multi-cultural centres

 To solve the undeTned current urban structure of Shanghai, the 
city is structured with multiple cultural centres always at walking distance 
from each other. In order to develop these centres, urban villages at these 
speciTc location indicated on the map (next page) have to be preserved 
and renovated as explained earlier. 
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3.1 - FAR
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housing - TYPOLOGY

3. DENSITY ANALYSIS
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3.5 - FAR
60m - AVERGAGE HIGH
housing - TYPOLOGY
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1.4 - FAR
60m - AVERGAGE HIGH
housing - TYPOLOGY
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 Tis Trst experimentation was developed with elements of 4 Toors 
high allowing the area to grow through time. Te evolving structure, being 
formed by small entities, allows lower budget investments. Even if this 
solution reaches a plot ratio of 4.3, It might be difcult to realize due to 
the number of cores and the thinness of the towers that could accommo-
date only luxury apartments. 

4. DENSITY EXPERIMENTATIONS
F.A.R. 4,3
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DENSITY EXPERIMENTATIONS
F.A.R. 2,3

 Following the Chinese traditional fengshui orientation, the two 
stories long elements were stacked and rotated of an angle of 30° maxi-
mum. Te typology has not the ambitions to continue the urban fabric, 
but to propose a solution based on the features of urban villages described 
earlier with a strong identity. 
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  To solve the increasing price of the land, empty slabs are initially 
build to increase the land area. Te slabs are still considered as public space 
and not as Toor. Tis strategy allows anyone to buy a cheap piece of artiT-
cial land and build his house. Tis strategy promote variety and democra-
cy. However, the connection with the slabs and the rest of the city might 
be very challenging. Te area might be very isolated and badly connected 
ending up with a vertical slum as the famous example in Caracas where 
an unTnished tower is used by poor people as a structure to accommodate 
their home. 

DENSITY EXPERIMENTATIONS
F.A.R. 3,2
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DENSITY EXPERIMENTATIONS
F.A.R. 2,2

  Tis experimentation was developed with elements of 2 Toors high 
allowing the area to grow through time. Te area would follow an “anar-
chist” development similar to the walled city of Kowloon. Te evolving 
structure, being formed by small entities, allows lower budget investments. 
Te buildings provide a gradation of privacy from the main street to the 
heart of the plot. Tese streets are also extended vertically using roofs and 
bridges. 
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 Tis strategy providing similar features than the previous one, aims 
to use a similar urban pattern than the existing urban villages. Indeed, the  
small entities used create a semi-public free zone between buildings with-
out any conTguration based on the street. 

DENSITY EXPERIMENTATIONS
F.A.R. 2,3
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5. PROJECT STRATEGY

Urban villages typology

Tower invasion

New housing typology based on 
urban villages features

 Te project aims to determinate a new housing typology that could 
be an alternative to develop housing in China by learning from the urban 
villages. 

 Te project is based on the juxtaposition of typologies. Patches of 
traditional buildings in good conditions are identiTed and renovated. Te 
new pattern can be considered as an extension of the existing by using 
stacked small entities. Te project is organized through a gradation of den-
sity with a transition from pedestrian streets linked with the existing fabric 
to free and Texible space between the entities allowing vibrant street life 
and encouraging good relationships in the neighbourhood. Furthermore, 
the presence of this Texible area is crucial for the development of small 
businesses beneTting to both migrants and local people. 

 DiTerent size of entities are used to provide a diversity of housing 
typologies in order to accommodate a large part of the population, from 
the poor migrants to the successful business man. 

 To address the need of density due to the massive urban migration, 
the vibrant street life animating traditional housing is developed horizon-
tally and vertically. 
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Existing buildings
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